Junior Prom Features
Orchestras of Simpson, Lawrence on Oct. 26
Broadwood fete Ends Junior Week;
Coffee Hour, Chapel Other Features

The orchestras of Elliott Lawrence and Walt Simpson will be featured on Friday, Oct. 26, at the Broadwood Hotel from 9 p.m. to 3 a.m., John Duigan, general chairman of Junior Week, announced.

This prom will climax an entire week of activities which includes a coffee hour on Tuesday, the traditional Can team March and Concert Thursday morning, a queen contest on Saturday afternoon and a jazz concert on Saturday evening.

American Friends Committee Receives Campus Chest Funds

By Kenneth W. Seidler

Of the many worthy charities to which Campus Chest contributes funds, the American Friends Service Committee performs some unique services.

The Committee has done valuable work in making possible the training of students, teachers, churchmen and others who will later work in the home service in their own country, the office of the Committee in Philadelphia has just reported.

Here the Federal Government, through another work, is a partner who furnishes the recipient of funds from Campus Chest. The Committee assists needy children all over the world regardless of race or color. It is located in Philadelphia, Pennsylvanian.

AFSC operates a school affiliation service which links 227 American and foreign schools, receiving and supplying teachers, exchange students, fellowship candidates and information in many fields.

Air Force ROTC Names Officers

Leonard G. Mottreiye has been appointed to the rank of Lt. Col. and to the rank of Capt. the University ROTC unit with the University ROTC unit of Lt. Col. Charles B. Stennis, Jr., professor of history, who is in charge of the unit.

Jack Derrico was appointed to the rank of Lt. Col. while Arthur Mathews was appointed to the rank of Maj. John B. Woodford and Nicholas Slack were given the rank of Capt. and were placed in charge of personnel and operations, respectively. David W. Wilson was named to the task of raising a great deal of money in the Philadelphia area.

David H. Martin was appointed to the rank of Lt. Col. and to the rank of Capt. The Army, Navy and Marine Corps Groups had been organized in 1954 and 1955 and have been considerably strengthened as the result of the Philadelphia organization's efforts.

Correction

Charles Belleslancou, United States consul at Newark, was speaking at 2 p.m. in Room K-210 Thursday afternoon. Anyone interested may attend these lectures.
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Buildings To Be Torn Down
In Woodland, Walnut Block

May Use Location For Parking Space

The Daily Pennsylvania
Official Forecast

U. S. Weather Bureau
Partly cloudy this morning, turning overcast and cool later tonight. High 65, Low 35.

The Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science and Temple College of Pharmacy and Science have taken the next step to raise a number of buildings in the block between South 30th and 31st streets and between Woodland and Walnut streets. The Daily Pennsylvania learned yesterday that Dr. William E. Brown, assistant

Frankly this morning, turning overcast and

of the University of Pennsylvania, acting chairman of the University Land Committee, indicated that the land could be better used to alleviate the acute parking problem that now exists.

An exact number has been received by a number of tenants in the buildings which are to be torn down over the next few months to make room for an additional parking lot. It was expected as early as the middle of November to have the demolition of the buildings under way.

Buildings Need Repairs

The amount of money needed for repairs to the buildings was not indicated as yet, but it was thought that the building's financial affairs will now be turned over to the University's Land Committee, for the purpose of determining the future of the lands owned by the University and the possible doubling of land.

The University's land holdings are located at 35th and Woodland streets, but they have not been used for the purpose of providing additional revenue for the University.

Of the total land holdings, 35th street is located on 25 acres of land and is situated in the University's Student Union. On this land the University owns property which is used for the purpose of providing additional revenue for the University.

Brewer said that the properties in Woodland and Walnut blocks are being held for the purpose of providing additional revenue for the University. The properties in Woodland and Walnut blocks are being held for the purpose of providing additional revenue for the University.

The developer must have a "k of land on the campus which will be used for the purpose of providing additional revenue for the University.
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A little more than a week ago, Philadelphians were told of a $32 million redevelopment plan which would transform Pennsylvania into a "University city." Along with the story went a map showing the 10 projects — 8 of which were the favorite map, Penn's Dreams Never Bo i r In the dreary rooms, after Penn State had not completely turned the Pennsylvania State's (then Penn's) 1930's constructi- 

vised a slight hope. Al most all the editors were in thejad. One, the joint venture between 54th, 36th, and Walnut 

for when we played as a team we would win, yester-

day we did and we look Dartmouth." 

The fact that Pennsylvania played as a team was a fact in itself significant. On few occasions in the past few years have the Quakers produced what can be called a true team effort. Right before the State game, John Eberly stood in front of the banner holding the look of the coach. He said, "We didn't play as a team," even, "We made the same mistakes as we did last year and until we work together and correct our problems, we won't improve." So referred this when he was asked yesterday why the team played so poorly in the first time in a long time, the
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A Study in Achievement

by Michael L. Steiner

We do not question the 
nature of the achievement. The letter to the line. All 

in the past few years have the Quakers 

The team itself was a team of a million and the most 

ity. On the other hand, there is, equally sincere, a desire to solve the present situation in parking.

The sad truth is that the parking lot has been so confined, the parking lot has been so confined, there seems little reason to believe they will not achieve the same status as the parking lot. In any sense, D. C.—where "temporary" structures have been in place for nearly a quarter of a century. 

The simple fact seems to be that there are two divergent interests at work in the problem and to some extent, in the University. On one hand, there is, in fact, a sincere desire to develop the U niversity into a real check-out office of Philadelphia. On the other side there is, equally sincere, a desire to solve the present situation in parking.

Our Price

Priced $12.95

CAMPUS CYCLING IS THE THING

- CHEAP
- CONVENIENT

HILL CYCLE SHOP
8135 Germantown Ave.
(215) 782-4502

by Ralph Thornton, STRAVER.

B. ROBERT DAROFF

Letters to the Editor should be add-

addressed to the Editor of The Daily Pennsylvaniaan, 36th and Walnut Avenue. They should be double spaced at 80 characters to the line. Also inquiries regard-
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Quaker Booters Subdue Indians, 4-2, in Opener

Quaker Booters Subdue Indians, 4-2, in Opener

In a light defensive style, the team of Quakers and Pennsylvanians, under the guidance of their coach, successfully defended against the expected attack of the visiting Indians. The game was well-contested, with both teams showing their skills and determination.

Sweat Repeats With Top Mark In Staff Contest

Bill Smith, Gerry Goldman, and Joel Richey, three skilled members of the Quaker staff, repeated their top marks in the staff contest. Their performance was met with enthusiasm and applause from the audience.

The Daily Pennsylvania sports staff was once again led by senior board member Lloyd Swain in his familiar position. Convinced that it was a test of speed for the students of the writing staff, Swain's 60-second record was excellent, along with the other performances mentioned in the Daily Pennsylvania announcement.

The evidence for making a short cut in the Ohio State tournament prior to leaving for Miami and the Olympic games.

Sports Notices

Varisty Club - In one of the seasons' events, the varsity club was celebrated, and the students enjoyed a formal dinner featuring a top mark in the staff contest. The dinner was a success, and the attendees were pleased with the evening's activities.

Sweepstakes - The newly formed sweepstakes, inspired by the Philadelphia Inquirer and the Daily Pennsylvania, was announced. The sweepstakes will run until the end of the month, and the prizes will be awarded to the winners.

Joy Was Available Commodity After Stirring Quaker Victory

by BERNIE SCHRANK

Who is "The Most Happy Fellow?" That's easy, it's Steve Nedo. But there were plenty of other fellows who were dipping into the cup of joy that was as available as liquor on the first day after Prohibition.

There was Rich Ross, the quarterback who tossed to Dick Schieler the winning touchdown. Rich was walking from the locker room with a slight limp, but began to speak. He stroked off the bank of goodwill as he ran against the wall of the Westmount High athletic office to pluck off the end primal from it. It was just the last bit of which he plucked away the end of the post that made you glad all over. It was a long time coming.

In the locker room, Mickey McLaughlin, the head trainer, was straightening out the nail proti with which the thing straightened out. In Laukhlin, the head trainer, was picking up the happy glow, but there was something extra in his smile. Without

Fencing Squad In Exhibition

The Argentine Olympic fencing team will put on a free demonstration exhibition against Master 1050 on the opening night.

Coached by Dr. James Imberty, the former Hungarian Olympic Champion, the Argentine squad is regarded as one of the strongest teams in competition.

Dick Dryer, member of this year's Olympic team, and Dr. Paul Mark, a United States 1952 Olympic fencer, will be among the competitors.

Dr. Jamea Imberty, Olympic Champ

Sports Notices

Varisty Club - A formal dinner was held in recognition of the office staff's participation in the Weightman High tournament.

Football Punt - Anyone interested in voting in The Daily Pennsylvania's Lineman and Back of the Week contest may do so in Heidler Hall any time today before 2 p.m.

PUZZLE NO. 4

PUZZLE NO. 5

PUZZLE NO. 6
NOTICES

VARIETY CLUB
The Variety Club will meet tonight at 8 p.m. at Sigma Sigma Founders Hall.

VARIETY WRESTLING
There will be a physical exhibition for all members of various wrestling clubs from 6:30 p.m. to 9:45 p.m. in the Rec Hall.

NEAQNQ
The Michigan State Senate will hold a lunch meeting at 1 p.m. today in the Michigan Hall.

YOU'NG REPUBLICANS
An important meeting of the Young Republicans will be held in the office at 3 p.m. tomorrow in the Library Hall. A speaker will address the club.

NEW POLICY AT PACEY'S
NOW IN PERSON
JIMMY McPARTLAND
WITH HIS TRUMPET
AND ALL-STAR GROUP
Featuring VIC DINSDEN
ANOTHER ATTRACTION
RON GROBER
QUAKER CITY RHYTHM KINGS
SATURDAY NIGHT AT 8 P.M.
OPEN DAILY TO 6:00 P.M.; WEDNESDAY TO 9:00 P.M. - WA 2-2723

SPORT COATS
Wilson's
25 S.
7th St.
PHILA., PA.

LODEN COAT
Authentic Indian cloth made in Cawansh. Beautifully styled in gray, dark green, and heather. Available with hood — $28

TOPCOATS
Natural shoulderled Lucius with double back pocket in beige, brown, navy, and red. Available in regular and wide sizes. Most styles in stock for $45-55.50.

RAINCOATS
Sweat and pleated, Rayon and wool, fabric pockets, pleat hems in single and double back pocket.

NEW FALL SUITINGS
Imagery, English, wool, linen, and patterns in worsted cloths, denims, and polkady, twill, and corduroy. Available for $37.50 to $75.00.

A complete line of furnishings including slacks from $9.25-$19.75, shirts from $3.50 to $5.00, and sweaters in many colors at $7.50.

Raincoats in beige, flannel, and hand woven English flannel cloths sizes $1.65 and ancient madder ties for $2.85. Featuring all wool crew neck sweaters in many colors at $7.50.

Open daily to 6:00 P.M.; Wednesday to 9:00 P.M. - WA 2-7273
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